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Abstract: Optimization techniques have been indispensable for designing high-performance
meta-devices targeted to a wide range of applications. In fact, today optimization is no longer
an afterthought and is a fundamental tool for many optical and RF designers. Still, many
devices presented in recent literature do not take advantage of optimization techniques. This
paper seeks to address this by presenting both an introduction to and a review of several of
the most popular techniques currently used for meta-device design. Additionally, emerging
techniques like topology optimization and multi-objective optimization and their context to
device design are thoroughly discussed. Moreover, attention is given to future directions in
meta-device optimization such as surrogate-modeling and deep learning which have the
potential to disrupt the fields of optical and radio frequency (RF) inverse-design. Finally,
many design examples from the literature are presented and a flow-chart that provides
guidance on how best to apply these optimization algorithms to a given problem is provided
for the reader.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction
The desire to maximize the performance achieved by electromagnetic (EM) devices [1,2] has
long ago necessitated a need for optimization within the design process. Furthermore, rapid
advancements in fabrication technologies, physical modeling, and available computing power
over the past few decades have imbued EM designers with the power to accurately model and
manufacture devices faster than ever. Moreover, these advances have also enabled modeling
of more diverse and complicated problems than previously imaginable. It is noteworthy to
mention that while simulation times may range from a few milliseconds for simple
geometrical optics ray traces to a few seconds, minutes, hours, or even days for the most
complicated and electromagnetically large full-wave simulations, all EM devices can benefit
from optimization of some kind.
To this end, parameter sweeps are typically the first step employed by designers towards
optimization. This is usually considered a “hand-tuning” procedure, but sometimes is
unfortunately the only step taken in the optimization process. While parametric sweeps are
often useful in establishing parameter bounds for optimization and revealing performance
trends, they tend to be extremely inefficient if employed to optimize a design; especially, if
the response surface (i.e., a surface that maps the relationships between input variables and
output objectives) is hyper-dimensional. This is only exacerbated when multiple goals are
considered, or non-linear constraints are applied on the input parameters. Essentially, humans
have limited spatial reasoning capabilities that limit our ability to think hyper-dimensionally.
Fortunately, computers are very well suited to deal with hyper-dimensional mathematics
and are the natural choice to solve these complex optimization problems. However, a
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computer’s ability to find optimum solutions efficiently is limited ultimately by
dimensionality and complexity of the governing problem and the power of the chosen
optimization algorithm. Fortunately, many algorithms have been developed over the years for
various applications. Historically, the first optimizations were based on local techniques,
often exploiting function gradients to inform the next design chosen for evaluation.
Algorithms such as Newton’s method [3,4], gradient descent [5], and conjugate gradients [6]
all use gradient information in different ways to aid in finding local minima. While these
algorithms are very general purpose, some optimization techniques are highly-associated with
a specific application. Take, for example, the damped least squares (DLS) algorithm, which
has been around since the 1960’s [7] and has been very popular for use in lens design for
many years [2,8]. This algorithm, while still considered a local technique, introduced a
damping term that aids in convergence near the local minima and can assist in escaping from
the many local minima that exist in typical lens design problems. However, today’s optical
engineers are afforded with many more degrees of design freedom than in decades past (e.g.,
high-order aspheric terms, free-form optics, gradient-index (GRIN) materials [9,10], and
metasurfaces [11,12]) which has necessitated the investigation of more advanced optimization
algorithms [13–15]. Historically, optimization has long been of interest in the RF and antenna
communities [1]. Generally, RF and antenna problems contain fewer variables and have
response surfaces with fewer local minima but tend to be much more computationally
demanding than lens design problems (e.g.., using full-wave techniques as opposed to ray
tracing). Therefore, like many optical design problems, RF and antenna problems often start
with a known good solution and use that as a starting point for optimization.
However, good starting solutions are not always known, especially in the case of true
inverse-design problems (i.e., problems in which an optimizer is tasked with finding a design
that achieves a given set of performance criteria while obeying all design constraints [16]).
Moreover, due to the computational cost of full-wave evaluations, finite-difference gradient
calculations are often infeasible which can preclude the use of gradient-based optimization
techniques. Therefore, for many problems, the ideal optimizer can routinely find the global
minimum from a multimodal cost function with neither the aid of a good starting point nor
gradient information and do so in as few full function evaluations as possible. To this end,
global optimization techniques such as the Genetic Algorithm (GA) [17], Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) [18], Differential Evolution (DE) [19,20], and Covariance Matrix
Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) [21] have all seen considerable success in the
optimization of RF and optical design problems. In fact, global optimization techniques have
become so popular due to their ability to discover new and often unintuitive or even
unexplainable solutions that competitions are held each year to test and find the most
powerful, efficient, and robust algorithms [22]. However, local optimization techniques
should not be discounted. Recently, gradient descent based local techniques have been
exploited by topology optimization in the inverse design of disruptive nanophotonic devices
[23]. Furthermore, both local and global optimization techniques have been extended to
support true multi-objective optimization [24], which is a powerful emerging technique in
meta-device design. However, sometimes local or global techniques alone are not enough to
efficiently optimize a given problem. To this end, surrogate modeling and deep learning show
tremendous potential to revolutionize the future of meta-device design by making
optimization tractable for time-intensive function evaluations by replacing them with cheaper
alternatives.
The organizational structure of this paper is as follows. The second section seeks to assist
readers who may be inexperienced with the concepts and algorithms discussed in this
manuscript by providing them a framework for understanding how to pair problem types with
the appropriate optimization technique. The third section presents an overview of several
global optimization algorithms as well as a discussion of designs resulting from their
application. The following sections discuss the emerging techniques of topology optimization
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and then multi-objective optimization and in meta-device design. The final section introduces
the reader to surrogate-modeling and deep learning techniques which can be exploited to
accelerate optimization of computationally-expensive cost functions. Conclusions and closing
remarks finish the paper and seek to reinforce the important role that optimization can play in
meta-device design.
2. Getting started with meta-device optimization
While the no free lunches theorem states that any two optimization algorithms are essentially
equivalent when averaged across all possible problems [25], this should not be interpreted as
implying that the choice of algorithm is unimportant for a given optimization problem. In
fact, we typically only encounter a finite number of problem types in meta-device design and
can absolutely select preferential algorithms for the given problem type. For those
inexperienced with advanced meta-device optimization, the hardest question to answer may
be what optimization algorithm is best suited for a particular problem. The answer to that
question depends on factors such as the input space topology, number of input parameters,
number of objectives, and computational cost per function evaluation (i.e., full-wave
simulation). Moreover, except in a few specific cases, there is no single optimization
algorithm that is perfectly suited for a particular problem or numerical method (e.g., the finite
element method (FEM) or finite-difference time domain (FDTD)). Still, it is possible to
greatly narrow down the optimization strategy (i.e., local or global) and specific algorithm
(e.g., GA or CMA-ES) recommended for a particular problem by asking a series of additional
questions.
Figure 1 presents a meta-device optimization flowchart, which seeks to assist the reader in
determining the best optimization strategy for their problem by answering these questions.
Starting at the top of the chart, one flows down to the first question: Is the input space
discrete? A discrete input space implies that there is a finite number of potential solutions to
search from to find the optimal solution. This is known as a combinatorial optimization
problem and while it is theoretically possible to evaluate all possible combinations to find the
optimal design, this can often be intractable due to the number of parameter combinations and
function evaluation cost. Fortunately, global optimizers like the GA (see Section 3) can
efficiently find high performance designs from large solution spaces. However, in
metamaterial design, the GA can often produce designs that have non-contiguous inclusions.
Therefore, if a contiguous structure is needed (e.g., a meander-line antenna), the Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) algorithm or Multi-Objective Lazy Ant Colony Optimization
(MOLACO) algorithm (see Section 3) is a better choice.
For problems with continuous input space representations (even if the parameters
themselves are bound with constraints), the choice of optimizer is more complicated. If there
exists a good initial solution, it is usually the best strategy to apply a local optimization
technique. From there, if the problem can be cast as a finite element problem (i.e., one in
which gradient information is used to directly modify the finite-element representation of the
problem) then it is a prime candidate for topology optimization (see Section 4.1). Otherwise,
there exist a number of gradient-based algorithms that can be used for optimization such as
DLS, Newton’s method [4], and multiobjective Gradient Descent algorithm (MDGA) [26]. If
a good starting solution does not exist, then global optimization techniques are usually the
best choice (see Section 3). Flowing down from the global optimization bubble, one must
determine how much time is acceptable for optimization. If the time required for a single
function evaluation is short enough that evaluating hundreds or thousands of designs is within
the acceptable limit determined by the designer, then a range of global optimizers may be
directly applied to solve the problem. However, if the function evaluation time is large
enough to prohibit direct optimization, then other techniques are needed.
Flowing down the “Prohibitive” segment, one must evaluate if optimization with design
tolerance (i.e., robustness) is required. If so, the Multi-Objective with TOLerance (MOTOL)
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optimization algorithm
a
was developed speecifically for thhis applicationn [27]. By trainning an in
situ surrogate model (see Seection 5.1) thatt is paired withh a robust multii-objective optimization
algorithm (seee Section 4.2), MOTOL is able to aaccurately calcculate tolerance while
accelerating solution
s
convergence. When tolerance optiimization is noot needed and previous
solution data is available, th
hese can be useed in a deep leearning (see Seection 5.2) procedure to
g., an artificial neural networrk) which can be used in plaace of the
train an exterrnal model (e.g
full function evaluation. If no training daata is availablee a priori, thenn a variety of surrogate
1) techniques can still be used to accellerate the opttimization
modeling (seee Section 5.1
procedure. Th
he following sections
s
discusss many of thhese algorithm
ms in more dettail while
providing furrther insight on their appllication to a number of innteresting meeta-device
optimization problems.
p

Fig. 1.
1 Flowchart for optical,
o
nanophoton
nic, and meta-devvice optimization. By following thee
flowchart a designer caan quickly determ
mine what optimizzation category (ii.e., continuous orr
orithm may be bestt suited for their tyype of problem.
combiinatorial) and algo

3. Global op
ptimization
Unless simplee geometric features are used
d to form opticcal, RF, and m
meta-device dessigns and
the relationsh
hip between thee input parameeters and cost oor fitness functtions is simple and well
understood, itt is generally beneficial
b
to employ
e
a globaal optimizationn strategy to oobtain the
best performaance available within the deesign constrainnts. Global opttimization (GO
O) differs
from local op
ptimization tech
hniques in thaat the algorithm
m attempts to ffind a functionn’s global
minimum (or maximum) ass opposed to a local minimum
m. Many globbal optimizers aare based
on evolutionaary algorithmss [28] which are populationn-based metahheuristics and typically
employ nature-inspired tech
hniques to evolve the populaation over timee (or generatioons) in an
attempt to miinimize a cost or maximize a fitness funcction subject too a given set oof design
constraints. Common
C
desig
gn constraint examples incllude fabricatioon tolerances, material
properties, an
nd size, weight,, power, and co
ost (SWaP-C) cconsiderations. Interestingly,, different
choices of con
nstraints can leead to devices that are vastlyy dissimilar geoometrically yett perform
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similar electro
omagnetically. While today there
t
exist num
merous global ooptimization allgorithms
for designers to choose frrom, there is no single algoorithm that iss ideally suiteed for all
problems. Ho
owever, the effficiency of mod
dern global opptimizers has eenabled electroomagnetic
(EM) designeers in many insstances to treaat them as blacck box optimizzers. Readers sshould be
aware that neew algorithms are regularly developed andd evaluated aggainst standarddized test
problems to evaluate
e
their efficacy
e
as blaack box optimi
mizers [22]. Finnally, all the allgorithms
presented in this
t section aree discussed in the context off single objectiive optimizatioon (SOO)
(i.e., the prob
blem is cast intto a single costt or fitness funnction). A new
w optimization pparadigm
based on multti-objective optimization is discussed in Secction 4.2.

Fig. 2.
2 Several meta-deevices optimized by
b the GA: (a) M
Multilayer geneticaally-optimized unitt
cell with
w large and broadband absorption
n over wide field--of-view. (Left) U
Unit cell geometry.
(Midd
dle) top-down view
ws of unit cell as simulated and fabriicated. (Right) Meeasured absorptionn
spectrra. (Reprinted (adaapted) with permisssion from [29]. C
Copyright 2014 Am
merican Chemicall
Societty). (b) Plasmoniic nanoparticle arrray that is optim
mized with the G
GA (right) and a
compaarison of its field
d enhancement peerformance againsst periodic- and ddimer-based arrayy
tilingss. (Reprinted (adaapted) with permisssion from [30]. C
Copyright 2012 Am
merican Chemicall
Societty). (c) Genetically
y optimized nanoaantenna with large field enhancemennt in the vicinity off
a quaantum emitter. (R
Reprinted figure with
w
permission ffrom [31]. Copyrright 2012 by thee
American Physical Society). (d) Depictio
on of GA binary eencoding (top) andd (bottom) variouss
impossed symmetry co
onditions. (Reprin
nted with permis sion from [32]). (e) Genetically-optim
mized unit cells (rright-inset) pattern
ned into a phasee-gradient metasuurface (middle) too
achiev
ve large directivitty into a desired steering
s
angle (lefft). (Reprinted (addapted) from [33]]
licenssed under CC BY 4.0
4 [34]).

While maany global optimization tecchniques have been developped over the past few
decades, the genetic algoritthm (GA) is perhaps
p
the m
most widely useed [35]. The G
GA is an
orithm based on a set (poopulation) of binary stringgs called
iterative optiimization algo
chromosomess which repressent candidate designs. Durinng the optimizzation processs, the GA
intelligently selects
s
the best designs from the
t previous geeneration to seerve as parents who will
generate the next
n
generation
n of designs. Chromosome
C
ppairs chosen ffrom the parennt designs
are recombineed in a processs called crosso
over while gennetic diversity iis maintained tthrough a
process know
wn as mutatio
on. Once the next generatiion is determiined the popuulation is
evaluated according to the chosen
c
cost or fitness functionn. This process is repeated uuntil some
A is well
stop or conveergence criteriaa is met. Due to its internal binary represeentation the GA
suited for com
mbinatorial opttimization prob
blems (i.e., findding an optimaal solution from
m a finite
set of solutio
ons). The GA has been popu
ularized by annd used extenssively in the ddesign of
pixilated metaallic structuress [36], which are
a the basis foor many metam
material designss [37,38].
In [29], a pix
xelated multi-llayer metamatterial absorber optimized byy the GA dem
monstrated
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broadband ab
bsorption in the
t mid-wave infrared (MW
WIR) regime for both TE and TM
polarizations over a wide fiield of (see Fig
g. 2(a)). The G
GA has been uused to optimizze optical
urations [30] and shapes [31] in ordeer to maxim
mize field
nanoantenna array configu
ocation (see Figs. 2(b)-2(c), rrespectively). Conversely, inn [39] the
enhancement at a chosen lo
which achievedd a series of requisite
GA found pixelated reflecctarray unit cell designs w
f
enhancem
ment, a limitingg factor in the inclusion
reflection phaase options while mitigating field
of metamaterrials in high-p
power microw
wave applicatioons. Recent ap
applications off the GA
include codin
ng metasurfaces which have demonstrated
d
R
RCS reductionn [40–42], mettasurfaces
optimized forr efficient pollarization conv
version (see F
Fig. 2(d)), andd phase-gradieent beam
steering devicces (see Fig. 2((e)) [33].

Fig. 3. Additional global
g
optimizatiion examples. ((a) (Top) exampple meander-linee
electro
omagnetic structu
ures generated by ACO- (reprinted with permissions from [43], IEEE))
and (b
bottom) MOLACO
O-based techniquees (reprinted withh permissions from
m [44], IEEE). (b))
An ellipsoidal
e
nano-p
particle Yadi-Udaa antenna arrayy for super-direcctive applicationss
(Reprinted/adapted witth permission from [45], OSA). ((c) A nano-hole array-based beam
m
steerin
ng metasurface (R
Reprinted /adapted
d with permission from [46], OSA)). (d) Polarization-conveerting metasurface optimized by (top
p) CMA-ES for brroadband operationn and compared too
the (b
bottom) best GA
A design (reprinteed/adapted with permission from [47], OSA). (e))
Electrromagnetic band-g
gap structures op
ptimized via a coombined port-reduuction and globall
optim
mization strategy (reprinted with peermission from [448], IEEE). (f) Gaaussian to top-hatt
beam converting (top) homogeneous
h
and (bottom) GRIN leens systems (repriinted/adapted withh
permiission from [49], OSA).
O

In addition to the GA, many nature-in
nspired [50,511] optimizationn algorithms hhave been
proposed thatt attempt to mim
mic some natu
ural behavior suuch as the artifficial bee colonny (ABC)
[52] and batt-inspired [53]] algorithms, among otherss. These algorrithms exist uunder the
umbrella of sw
warm-intelligeence algorithms [54] which sseek to exploit the collective behavior
of decentralizzed, self-organ
nized, often biologically-insspired, systemss in order to optimize
complex prob
blems. Ant collony optimizattion (ACO) [555] is a swarm
m-intelligence aalgorithm
that exploits stigmergy in ant colonies in
i order to finnd optimal soolutions to graaph-based
problems such as job sched
duling, vehiclee routing, and the traveling ssalesman problem [56].
A has seen trem
mendous succeess in the geneeration of highh performance pixelated
While the GA
electromagnettic and optical structures, theese designs are often limited tto planar confiigurations
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due to the presence of disconnected pixels in the solution. On the other hand, ACO maps the
optimal “trail” found by the artificial “ants” in the graph topology to a contiguous structure.
For this reason and more, ACO has seen tremendous success in electromagnetic device
design, especially in the generation of meander-line antennas [44] (see Fig. 3(a) bottom).
Recently, Zhu extended the ACO algorithm to include “lazy” ants [43,57] which greatly
improved design diversity and has successfully been used to generate high performance
frequency-selective-surface (FSS) structures [43,58]. Furthermore, by leveraging the third
dimension (i.e., axial) these structure possess wide field of view (FOV) performance [58]
which makes them an attractive candidate for metasurface design in the optical regime [59]
(see Fig. 3(a) top).
While ACO and the GA are well suited to combinatorial (i.e., discrete) optimization
problems, most optical and EM design problems are continuous functions and, thus require
other optimization algorithms. The particle swarm optimization (PSO) was introduced in the
mid-1990s [18] and has seen extensive application in electromagnetic device optimization
[60–63]. PSO is another swarm-intelligence optimization algorithm that was originally
constructed to model social behavior and inspired by the movements observed in flocks of
birds and schools of fish. When PSO was introduced to the electromagnetics community, it
possessed a number of advantages over the GA. Firstly, PSO is a real-valued algorithm and
operates with vectors of real numbers instead of binary values as with the GA (later versions
of the GA introduced real-valued parameters [64]). Secondly, population members tend to
operate more independently and cooperatively. This can be thought of as individual members
exploring different parts of the solution space simultaneously and communicating to other
members of the “swarm” when they have found a good solution. In fact, PSO was found to
outperform the GA when designing negative index metamaterials [65]. Additionally, PSO has
seen application to optical meta-device optimization. In [45], PSO was employed to optimize
the geometrical parameters and spacing of nanoparticle-based Yagi-Uda antennas (see Fig.
3(b)). PSO has also successfully been used to optimize nanohole-array based metasurfaces for
beam steering applications [46] (see Fig. 3(c)). Interestingly, PSO has been found to be a
special case of the more general wind-driven optimization (WDO) algorithm, which was later
introduced in [66].
While global optimizers like the GA and PSO have successfully been applied to a wide
range of design problems in the RF and optical regimes, they typically are sensitive to internal
parameters that often require tuning on a per-problem basis. Moreover, it is not always clear
how best to tune these parameters for a given problem and may require adaptive tuning
during optimization to maximize the performance of the algorithm. In fact, many studies have
investigated optimal control parameter tuning in evolutionary algorithms [67–70]. On the
other hand, the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) [21] requires
very few user-defined control parameters; typically only the population size needs to be
chosen prior to beginning an optimization. This self-adaptive nature and power of the
underlying algorithm itself has made CMA-ES a very attractive choice for meta-device
optimization [71]. Furthermore, it has been shown through several comparisons that CMA-ES
is a more capable optimization algorithm for the problems typically encountered in
electromagnetics [72], allowing for the design of more complex and high performance
devices due to its ability to optimize high dimensional problems in less time than other
algorithms. In fact, in [47] CMA-ES was found to significantly outperform the GA in terms
of convergence speed and quality of solution found (see Fig. 3(d) top) when applied to the
optimization of broadband polarization-converting metasurfaces. Moreover, the optimal
structure found by CMA-ES is simpler and potentially less prone to fabrication tolerances
than the pixelated design found by the GA. CMA-ES, in conjunction with an efficient portreduction method, has been applied to electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) structure synthesis
[48] (see Fig. 3(e)). CMA-ES has also been applied to the optimization of more traditional
optical devices including triangular fiber Bragg gratings [73] and programmable optical filters
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for waveform sculpting [74]. CMA-ES has proven to be a very powerful technique for
homogeneous [75] and GRIN lens optimization [76,77]. In [49], CMA-ES was used to
optimize a GRIN lens which converted a Gaussian laser beam to a top-hat profile while
maintaining collimation (see Fig. 3(f)). This design resulted in massive SWaP-reduction over
traditional homogeneous lens-based beam shapers which require multiple elements to achieve
the same behavior. Additionally, CMA-ES has also been used in non-electromagnetic metadevice optimization with examples including acoustic metamaterials [78] and thermal cloaks
[79].
Global optimization techniques are the dominant approach to meta-device optimization
today and we expect their use to increase, especially in optical metasurface and nanoantenna
applications. Moreover, there is tremendous research activity targeted at developing new and
more powerful GO algorithms which will continue to expand their applicability to metadevice design. Nevertheless, some of the most exciting nanophotonic devices today are
optimized using local optimization techniques and a design methodology known as topology
optimization. While global optimization techniques are very general, they suffer from the
curse of dimensionality (i.e., the number of required function evaluations for convergence
increases with the dimensionality of the problem, usually hyper-linearly). Topology
optimization overcomes this limitation due to its unique cost function construction and
although it is suited to a very specific class of problems, it has seen tremendous success in
meta-device optimization.
4. Emerging optimization techniques in meta-device design
4.1 Topology optimization
Topology optimization refers to the idea of optimizing a two- or three-dimensional system
comprising an array of pixels or voxels (hereafter called elements), each which contains a
discrete or continuous parameter requiring adjustment. Compared to many of the other
approaches discussed in this paper, the number of simulations required for topology
optimization does not increase as the number of elements in the system grows. As such,
designs created using this method can be high-resolution, curvilinear structures containing
thousands to millions of elements.
Topology optimization can be mathematically described as the maximizing of a target
merit function using gradient descent. In particular, the gradients of the merit function with
respect to the design variables provide a guide for iteratively modifying these design
variables, in a manner that improves the merit function. Our design variable for a binary
dielectric meta-device is the spatially dependent dielectric constant within the system, defined
as:


(1)
 ( r ) = ( high − low ) a ( r ) + low

r represents any location within the design domain, a ∈ [0,1], and the dielectric constants ϵlow
and ϵhigh represent the two materials making up the final device. The ability for the design
variable to take grayscale values between these dielectric constant values is important in most
implementations of topology optimization, as the method requires the iterative modifications
to the design variable to be perturbative. Perturbative modifications can similarly be achieved
by restricting the dielectric constant to binary values, and optimizing along the boundary of
the geometry, only changing a small volume of material in each iteration. This is often useful
as a refining step after greyscale optimization is complete.
The gradient of the merit function for each element can be computed efficiently using the
adjoint method [23]. There exist a variety of adjoint-based topology optimization
implementations. Many of these implementations make use of accurate Maxwell equation
simulations to perform a set of forward and adjoint simulations per iteration [23], [80], [81].
Consider, as an example, the problem where we want to use plane wave illumination to
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maximize the field intensity
y at a point x0 near
n the devicee (Fig. 4(a)). Inn this case, thee forward,
nation of the syystem, and Eoldd(x) is calculateed at each
direct simulattion is the plane wave illumin
element in thee design domaain as well as at
a x0. The adjoiint simulation uses a dipole llocated at
old
x0 with an am
mplitude of 0 ΔV E ( x0 ), where
w
ΔV is thhe total volum
me of the regioon in the
design domain
n to be adjusteed. Eadj(x) is caalculated as thee fields from thhe adjoint simuulation at
each element in the design domain. The gradient of thhe merit functiion for each element is
n this specific case.
then calculateed to be Re[Eaddj(x) · Eold(x)] in
While top
pology optimizzation is capab
ble of refiningg the dielectriic distribution of large
volume systems, it does haave limitationss. One is that,, as a gradiennt descent methhod, it is
y a local optim
mization proceess. As the opptimization off optical devicces is not
fundamentally
convex, it is not possible to guarantee that
t
designs aapproach a gloobal optimum. For this
o
uusing different,, random startiing points
reason, it is often necessary to run many optimizations
nsure a high-effficiency result. Alternatively,, global optimiization methodds may be
in order to en
implemented to more reliab
bly converge to
o devices with high performaance. One suchh method
h the design ob
bjectives are eenforced at thee expense of siimulation
is “objective-first” in which
hysics residuall) [82]. The minimization of the physiics residual uunder the
accuracy (ph
constraints off the design ob
bjectives can be
b done using the alternatinng directions m
method of
multipliers (A
ADMM) [83], which is a no
on-local optimiization methodd for solving bbi-convex
problems. Wh
hile nanophoto
onic optimization problems aare not strictly bi-convex, theey can be
modified to adhere
a
to thosee constraints on
o an iteration--by-iteration bbasis [82]. This method
has been useed to design various small-scale nanophhotonic devicees, such as fibber optic
couplers to sillicon photonic waveguides (F
Fig. 4(b)).

Fig. 4.
4 Freeform nano
ophotonic design using topology ooptimization. (a) Schematic of thee
adjoin
nt method in whicch the merit functtion gradient is caalculated using fo rward and adjointt
simulaations (reprinted/aadapted with perm
mission from [80], O
OSA). (b) A freefform fiber coupler,,
design
ned using objectiv
ve-first topology optimization,
o
whicch sends 1310nm and 1550nm lightt
from a fiber into differeent silicon wavegu
uides. (Reprinted//adapted with perm
mission from [82],
OSA). (c) Plot showing
g the evolution off the geometry annd diffraction effiiciency of a meta-gratin
ng during optimization (reprinted/adapted with perm
mission from [81]]. Copyright 20177
American Chemical Society). (d) Sccanning electron microscope (SE
EM) image andd
experiimental efficienciees of the device frrom (c) (reprinted//adapted with perm
mission from [81].
Copyrright 2017 Americcan Chemical Sociiety). (e) Experimeental efficiencies vversus the numberr
of sp
plit wavelengths (N) for multi-fu
unctional meta-graatings designed to split differentt
wavellengths of TM light into differentt diffraction channnels. Right: scheematics and SEM
M
imagees of the 2- and 5-wavelength devicces (reprinted withh permissions from
m [84], Copyrightt
2017 John Wiley and So
ons).
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To examin
ne the capabiliities and efficaacy of topologgy optimizationn as it applies to metadevices, we will
w review some examples of diffractive optical devicees based on thhis design
methodology.. We first exaamine the appllication of toppology optimizzation to meta--gratings,
which are periodic meta-deevices that selectively diffraact light to thee + 1 diffraction order.
hows the optim
mization of a silicon-based meta-grating tthat diffracts nnormallyFigure 4(c) sh
incident, polaarization-indepeendent light to 75°. The dieleectric constant in each elemeent begins
as a random, continuous disstribution with
h values betweeen silicon and air. Over the course of
c
to a binary structuure. During thee iterative optimization
350 iterationss, the device converges
process, robu
ustness to glob
bal fabrication
n errors is enfforced by sim
multaneously opptimizing
multiple disto
orted versions of
o a pattern [8
85]. These stepps are taken to ensure that thhe devices
are robust to real
r world fabrrication errors, at the expensee of theoreticall device efficieency. The
final device has
h an absolute efficiency (deefined as transm
mitted power too the desired ddiffraction
channel divid
ded by the inciident power) near
n
80% for bboth polarizatiions, which is high and
unachievable with conventiional metasurfaace design conncepts. Experim
mentally fabriccated and
4
have efficciency metrics that are withinn 10% of theorry.
characterized devices (Fig. 4(d))
ms with multipple design goalls. In the
Topology optimization can be tailoreed for problem
u
accurrate Maxwell solvers, it is done by
case of adjoiint-based impllementations utilizing
performing multiple
m
sets of
o forward and
d adjoint simuulations for eaach objective, and then
incorporating all of these design objecttives into onee merit functioon [84] whichh is then
n example, wee show in Fig. 4(e) the desiggn of meta-grattings that
optimized by a SOO. As an
olarized planew
waves of N diffferent wavelenngths to differeent diffraction channels.
deflect TM-po
The average deflection
d
efficciency per wav
velength scaless as 1/N1/2, whhere N is the nnumber of
total waveleng
gths. While av
verage deflectio
on efficiency ggoes down as N increases, this scaling
law is less sev
vere than the 1/N
1 trend moree typical of seectoring and innterleaving mulltiplexing
methods [84]..

Fig. 5.
5 Topology-optim
mized devices exten
nding beyond a sinngle layer of binarry materials. (a) A
2-layeer meta-grating deesigned to reflect or
o transmit light ddependent on inpuut angle (reprintedd
(adaptted) from [86] licensed under CC BY
B 4.0 [34]). (b) A 23λ-wide cylinndrical lens with a
30λ fo
ocal length that iss optimized to be field-flatness corrrected for incidencce angles of 0°, ±
7.5°, ± 15°, and ± 20° (rreprinted with perm
mission from [87] . Copyright (20188) by the Americann
Physiccal Society). (c) A spectral splitteer for solar cells created by optim
mizing heights inn
texturred resist (Reprintted (adapted) with
h permissions from
m [88]. Copyrightt (2016) Americann
Chem
mical Society). (d) Schematic and sim
mulation of a 3-waavelength polymeer lens. The devicee
is proposed to be fabriccated using 3D priinting based on tw
wo photon polymeerization (reprintedd
with permissions
p
from [89]). (e) Image and
a experimental rresults of a 3D-prrinted polarizationn
splitteer, with millimeterr-scale features, deesigned for 33 GH
Hz microwaves (reeprinted (adapted))
from [90]
[
licensed undeer CC BY 4.0 [34])).

Topology optimization can also read
dily generalizee to multi-layyer and even fully 3D
hapes. By push
hing metasurfacces and metam
materials to thee third dimensiion, more
curvilinear sh
degrees of freeedom can be incorporated in
i the designs,, improving thhe efficiency oof devices
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and even enabling new functionality not possible with single layer patterns. In the case of
multi-layer dielectric composites based on device planarization, multi-functional deflectors
(Fig. 5(a)) and field-flatness corrected metalenses (Fig. 5(b)) have been theoretically
proposed. Broadband light splitters operating in the scalar diffractive optics regime, based on
varying and optimizing height topology with a low contrast polymer, have been designed and
experimentally fabricated (Fig. 5(c)). Designs based on height topology variation have the
potential for low cost, large area implementation based on imprint lithography. Diffractive
optical components have also been proposed using 3D printing at length scales ranging from
the nanoscale (Fig. 5(d)) to the microscale (Fig. 5(e)). We expect the range and capabilities of
topology-optimized devices to continue to expand, as state-of-the-art fabrication methods
continue to evolve and get better at producing 3D composite materials with high spatial
resolution and greater dielectric contrast.
4.2 Multi-objective optimization
Although SOO and topology optimization are sufficient tools for many optimization
problems, there are some classes of problems which cannot be satisfactorily solved by a
single objective optimizer. In the case of a design problem with multiple competing goals,
captured as multiple objective functions, it is unclear how these goals ought to be related to
one another to produce an optimal solution. Furthermore, optimality in this context is no
longer a straight-forward concept, as a host of different designs may fall on the tradeoff
between the competing goals. One approach that is commonly employed is to combine
multiple goals into a composite objective via a weighted sum which is then optimized with a
traditional SOO. Unfortunately, this approach suffers from a few problems. First, the optimal
choice of coefficients that the designer should use when creating the composite function is
usually not known a priori. Additionally, and more critically, this approach will only yield a
single solution despite there being a host of potential solutions that satisfy the best-possible
tradeoff between the goals.
In general, the tradeoff between the objectives measuring a set of designs is best
understood by the concept of a Pareto front (Fig. 6(a)). This concept expands the notion of
optimality from singling out the best of all designs to delivering a set of designs that achieve
the best possible tradeoff between objectives [91]. More specifically, the Pareto front of a
design problem is the set of all designs for which an improvement in one objective
necessitates a deterioration in some other objective. Because the “Pareto optimality” of a
point with respect to other points ought not to favor one objective over others, the concept of
dominance was introduced [92]. For a pair of points x1 and x2, x1 is said to dominate x2 if x1 is
better than x2 in all considered objective measures. Using this concept, the Pareto front can be
expressed formally as the set of feasible non-dominated designs in a given design problem.
Interestingly, it has been shown that, depending on the structure of the Pareto front, there are
some portions of it that cannot be found by using the weighted sum technique [92]. Thus, true
multi-objective optimization (MOO) must use a variety of other approaches to build a set of
solutions which approximate the true Pareto front for a given problem. This both frees the
engineer of the responsibility of prioritizing the objective functions ahead of time and can aid
in understanding the physics which underly the tradeoffs between the problem goals. With the
optimization completed, a common approach is to select a knee-point on the Pareto front
(e.g., the closest point to the origin) which represents a compromise between the various
objectives. More generally, now that a tradeoff is understood between the objectives, the
engineer has an opportunity to apply any preexisting prioritization of the objectives which
may be specific to their problem without fear of inadvertently missing solutions that are better
for their situation but would not be found using SOO.
Because MOO inherently produces a set of solutions rather than a single solution,
algorithm designers have had great success in adapting population-based evolutionary
algorithms to operate using the dominance relationship. Thus, there are a wide array of multi-
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objective evo
olutionary alg
gorithms (MO
OEA) for enggineers to chooose from w
which are
adaptations off the previously
y discussed glo
obal technique s. These includde such contribbutions as
NSGA-II (No
on-dominated Sorting Geneetic Algorithm
m II), MO-CM
MA-ES, MOP
PSO, and
MOLACO am
mong many otthers [43,93–95
5]. While MO
OEAs have beeen the primaryy focus of
MOO develop
pment during its
i two-decade history, the poower of MOO has also been extended
to local optim
mization techniq
ques. The multtiple gradient ddescent algorithhm (MGDA) aand multiobjective New
wton’s method
d (MONM) aree two examplees of MOO’s uutility in locall solution
refinement [26,96].

Fig. 6.
6 Summary of MO
OO concepts and device
d
examples. (aa) Example Paretoo front showcasingg
the traadeoffs between performance and SWaP for a hypothhetical problem. (bb) (Top) Scatteringg
efficieency spectra for th
he three design co
onfigurations (botttom) called out inn the figure below
w
(reprin
nted with permisssions from [97], Springer
S
Nature). ((c) (Top-left) Parreto set of optimall
design
n showing the trad
deoffs between dessign objectives in tthe high and low fr
frequency pass andd
stop bands,
b
respectively, and their correesponding unit ceell geometries (topp-right). (Bottom))
Measu
ured transmission data for the fabriccated unit cell bassed on geometry 8 for (left) TE andd
(right)) TM polarization
ns (reprinted with permissions from
m [58], IEEE). (d) Two-layer coatedd
nano-particle (CNP) mu
ulti-objective optiimization results w
when trying to maaximize scatteringg
efficieency (left-top) an
nd FTBR (left-botttom) while minim
mizing the CNP electrical size ka.
Their near- and far-fieeld behaviors are given in the top--right (Design 1) and bottom-rightt
gn 2) figures, resp
pectively (reprinteed with permissionn from [98], IEEE
E). (e) Si-Air holee
(Desig
based photonic crystal waveguide
w
(top-leeft). A multi-objecctive Parallel Tabuu Search is used too
generaate a Pareto front (top-right) of the tradeoffs betweenn phase and ampllitude metrics of a
generaated Hermite-Gaussian beam (reprin
nted with permissioon from [99], OSA
A).

As MOO has been adop
pted by engineeers over the ppast two decaddes, its applicabbility has
become apparrent in the areaa of meta-devicce design. In thhe RF regime, MOO has beeen applied
to the design of metasurfacees for different applications. G
Goudos et al. ddemonstrated tthe use of
bsorber and shhows the opttimal tradeoff between
MOPSO for designing a multilayer ab
otal system thickness [100]. Zhu et al. devveloped and appplied the
reflection coeefficient and to
MOLACO allgorithm to the design of an
n ultra-wide ffield of view ((FOV) 3D FS
SS that is
polarization insensitive
i
as shown
s
in Fig. 6(c) [58]. Crritically, MOLA
ACO allowed the final
system to be fabricated
f
with
h a 3D printer by enforcing ccontiguity of thhe structure wiithin each
unit cell of th
he metasurfacee, while simultaaneously allow
wing for a posteriori balanciing of the
frequency sellectivity with the
t FOV. In addition
a
to thee RF regime, M
MOO has beenn applied
with consumm
mate effectiven
ness to optical meta-device ddesign. Wiechaa et al. used a pixelized
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parameterization of dielectric nanoantenna scatterers in combination with a MOEA to
characterize the tradeoff between the reflection at two different frequencies [97] (see Fig.
6(b)). Similarly, Nagar et al. used a MOEA called BORG [101] to simultaneously optimize
the directivity, front to back ratio (FTBR), and scattering efficiency of both multilayer coreshell particles and Yagi-Uda nanoloop antennas [98] (see Fig. 6(d)). MOO has also been
applied to photonic scatterer and waveguide design [99,102] (see Fig. 6(e)). Finally, Hassan
et al. designed a nanoantenna with radiation modes dependent on the excitation port using a
specialized MOPSO [103]. Their optimization minimizes losses, maximizes radiation
efficiency and maximizes discrimination between radiation patterns.
The problems of today demand high performance in a multitude of competing areas,
especially when balancing electromagnetic performance with SWaP-C and manufacturability
considerations. To this end, multi-objective optimization is perfectly suited to capture these
and other arbitrary competing design objective tradeoffs. We expect MOO to be critical and
its use to increase in meta-device design as more researchers become aware of its advantages.
5. Future directions in meta-device optimization
5.1 Surrogate modeling
The practicality of any optimization technique is primarily dependent on the computational
cost of the problem’s function evaluations. Many of the optimization techniques covered thus
far are based on solving Maxwell’s equations in an iterative manner. While effective, they
require considerable computational resources and time. For instance, to accommodate the
complex physics required to evaluate Hassan’s nanoantenna referred to above, the authors
elected to perform full-wave simulations which accurately measure the objective functions of
each design. However, as we know, full wave simulations can become prohibitively
expensive for complex structures. To mitigate this issue, the authors of this design chose to
integrate a powerful concept called surrogate modelling into the optimization procedure.
Any high-quality meta-device solution must at some point be validated using trusted and
robust simulation techniques. Although many designs are intentionally parameterized to avoid
costly full-wave simulations, in some cases these expensive evaluations cannot be avoided.
Since high-fidelity systems grow increasingly computationally expensive to evaluate in a fullwave solver, any intentions of optimizing the system may become impractical—in some cases
to the point of intractability. For these kinds of problems, optimizers which make every effort
to lower the expected number of high-fidelity (a.k.a. full) evaluations required to find an
optimal solution are necessary. Unfortunately, many GO and MOO optimizers have no such
constraints, and so may require too many full evaluations to be tractable on their own.
Surrogate modeling (SM) techniques, on the other hand, strive to alleviate this problem by
replacing full evaluations with trained models that are significantly faster to evaluate. These
surrogate models can take many forms and fulfill different functions to lower the number of
necessary full evaluations. Analytical models are one approach to accelerating optimization
through surrogate modeling. For example, in the case of lens design, the lens maker’s
equation may be used as a surrogate model for constraining and seeding the optimization of
optical systems [104]. Equivalent circuit models used to describe antenna and metamaterial
devices are another analytical surrogate model example and can be used to accelerate the
optimization process of practical structures. For example, in [105], an RF circular split ring
resonator metasurface was captured with a full-wave model, but the optimization work was
offloaded primarily to a circuit equivalent allowing for significant time savings. Duan et al.
[106] and Kim et al. [107] both similarly applied a circuit model to the optimization of
nanoantenna devices (see Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b), respectively). Because predefined analytical
models are typically based directly on the physics of the ground truth high-fidelity model,
they have the potential to offer the greatest speedup while remaining intuitive to understand
and maintaining relatively high accuracy.
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However, for some pro
oblems, an an
nalytical modell may be diffficult or impraactical to
urrogate modells based on genneric trainable function approoximators
formulate. In these cases, su
i
These empirically-deerived (i.e., leaarn-by-examplle (LBE) [108]]) models
can be used instead.
mimic the fu
ull-function ev
valuation whilee being signifficantly faster to evaluate. E
Examples
include multi--variate polyno
omial regressio
ons, radial bas is functions, suupport vector m
machines
(SVM) [109],, and the Kriging model [110]. For exampple, Campbell et al. trained a Kriging
model againsst the quasico
onformal-transfformation optiics (qTO) alggorithm to repplicate its
behavior, and
d then showed significant op
ptimization tim
me improvemennts using CMA
A-ES and
MO-CMA-ES
S when the Kriiging model was
w used in plaace of qTO [1111] (see Fig. 7((d)). Kim
et al. also useed a Kriging surrogate
s
model to replace tthe transmissioon response off a multiobjective GA optimized plaasmonic nanosllit array [112]. Easum et al. ddeveloped an aanalytical
nomial regresssions for explicitly characterrizing the
surrogate model using multivariate polyn
n GRIN lens systems and showed substtantial speedup
ups compared to direct
aberrations in
optimization of the surrogatte compared with
w full ray-traacing [113] (seee Fig. 7(e)). S
Surrogate
w
suited fo
or integration into the Sysstem-By-Desiggn (SBD) optimization
models are well
framework [16]. SBD is a formal
f
processs for optimizattion-driven invverse-design giiven a set
of design con
nstraints and performance
p
goals.
g
In [1144], Oliveri et aal. employed Gaussian
Process-based
d surrogate models
m
in an SBD
S
framewoork for the syynthesis of qT
TO-based
metamaterial lenses.

Fig. 7.
7 Surrogate-model assisted optimized meta-devices. (a) Plasmonic bow
w-tie nanoantennaa
config
gurations and theiir corresponding equivalent circuitt models (reprinteed (adapted) withh
permiission from [106
6]. Copyright (2012) American Chemical Societty). (b) Huygenss
nanoaantenna unit cell geometry (left) and correspondinng equivalent-circcuit model (right))
(Reprinted (adapted) from [107] licensed
d under CC BY 3 .0 [115]). (c) Exaample nanoparticlee
morph
hologies which have
h
been optim
mized to maximizze field enhanceement at variouss
wavellengths (reprinted
d (adapted) with permission from [116]. Copyrighht 2016 Americann
Chem
mical Society). (d)) Example lens geometry transfoormation and resuulting index mapp
generaated from quasico
onformal transforrmation optics (toop) and (bottom) a comparison off
resultiing polynomial co
oefficients from leens transformationn employing full qqTO and a Krigingg
surrog
gate model (reprin
nted (adapted) witth permission from
m [111]). (e) (Topp) Sampled lensess
with varying levels off optical aberratio
ons used to trainn surrogate modeel and (bottom) a
compaarison between tim
me required to optiimize using the surrrogate model (greeen) and ray tracerr
(red) (reprinted (adapted) with permisssion from [113 ], OSA). (f) (T
Top-Left) A two-dimen
nsional response surface
s
reconstructted by the surrog ate model with thhe nominal designn
indicaated by the magen
nta dot. (Top-rightt) The largest posssible tolerance hyypervolume box iss
constrructed around the sample and this to
olerance estimate iis validated with aadditional sampless
in thee vicinity of the no
ominal design. (Bo
ottom) The Paretoo-set of optimal deesign showing thee
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tradeoffs between realized gain and the estimated design tolerance (reprinted (adapted) with
permission from [27], IEEE).

Surrogate modeling can be further integrated into the optimization procedure, allowing for
some truly remarkable speedups. In [116], the training of a Gaussian process model was
interleaved with full-wave simulations of nano-particles of different morphologies to directly
coordinate model training and prediction (see Fig. 7(c)). Surrogate models were integrated
directly into the optimization algorithm to efficiently design photonic circuitry in [117] and
[118]. Co-Kriging is another surrogate modeling approach which uses multiple models of
varying fidelity to reduce the number of full evaluations used [119]. This technique was
applied by Koziel et al. to an antenna design problem by correlating full-wave simulations of
different mesh fidelities together for lower optimization cost [120]. There also exist a number
of emerging surrogate-assisted techniques such as inverse surrogate modeling [121], response
feature based optimization [122,123], and adaptive response scaling [124] that have seen
successful application at RF frequencies and have the potential to make an impact in optical
meta-device optimization.
Surrogate modeling can also be used for applications beyond optimization time speedups.
Easum et al. introduced MOTOL for multi-objective optimization with tolerance studies
uniquely integrated through the use of surrogate models (see Fig. 7(f)) [27]. In addition to
enabling per-design measurement of design tolerance during optimization, MOTOL also
simultaneously trains several competing surrogate models and dynamically selects the best
one for the problem. MOTOL then explores the response surface using a Monte Carlo
approach to estimate the design’s tolerance hypervolume [27]. Analytical techniques such as
Interval Analysis (IA) have also been used for tolerance estimation [125–127] in RF device
optimization. Finally, since tolerance is an explicit objective, one can observe the tradeoffs
between design robustness and traditional performance objectives such as gain, bandwidth,
and field-of-view.
Finally, the design problems of today will almost certainly become more difficult as
engineers seek to incorporate multiphysics and multiscale aspects into the inverse-design
process. Undoubtedly, this will challenge the available computational resources, and so
surrogate modeling is well positioned to play a critical role in realizing disruptive metadevices in the future.
5.2 Deep learning
An emerging class of surrogate modeling techniques involve the use of deep neural networks
(DNN). As with other learn-by-example techniques, the general idea with DNN’s is to expend
computational time and resources upfront, for the generation of training data sets consisting
of device geometries and their associated optical responses. These data can be used to train a
deep neural network, using classical supervised learning methods, to ‘learn’ the nonlinear
relationships between geometry and optical response. The power of deep neural networks
comes from their multi-layered composition which allows them to learn the relationships
between data with multiple levels of abstraction. Once trained, a deep neural network can
efficiently produce the geometry of a device when presented with a desired optical response.
Deep learning techniques based on DNNs have led to tremendous advancements in image
processing, object detection, and speech recognition [128] and have the potential for
tremendous disruption in the inverse design of RF and optical meta-devices.
Deep neural networks that use device geometries and optical responses as input and
output parameters are able to perform inverse design with nanophotonic systems. In a recent
demonstration, deep networks were used to relate the geometry of subwavelength-scale
concentric dielectric shells and their scattering cross sections (see Fig. 8(a)) [129]. The
thicknesses of the differing shells served as discrete parameters describing the scatterer
geometries, while sampled points in the scattering spectra served as discrete parameters
describing the optical response. These input and output parameters map onto a discrete set of
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input and outp
put neurons, which
w
are fully connected toggether with layeers of additionnal hidden
neurons. Upo
on training witth tens of thou
usands of deviices, this netw
work is able too produce
shell thicknesss for a given desired
d
scatterin
ng cross sectioon, confirming that the netwoork is able
to capture thee highly nonlin
near relationshiip between scaatterer geometrry and optical response.
A similar typ
pe of neural network was ussed to relate tthe unit cell ggeometry and sscattering
profile of a diielectric meta-g
grating placed over a reflectiive backplane ((see Fig. 8(b)) [130]. In
this case, the geometry of the
t meta-gratin
ng unit cell waas parameterizzed as a set of points in
nates.
radial coordin
More com
mplex network
k architectures can be used for the designn of degeneratte optical
systems, in which
w
differing
g device geometries can prodduce the samee optical respoonse. One
such network architecture co
ombines an inv
verse module, in which the innput is optical response
ut is device geo
ometry, togetheer with a forwaard module, whhich predicts thhe optical
and the outpu
response for a given device geometry (seee Fig. 8(c)) [1331]. These netw
works exhibit iimproved
loss converg
gence upon training and better inverrse design ccapabilities. IIn initial
demonstration
ns, these netwo
orks could pred
dict the device geometries off optical filters for given
desired opticaal responses. Related types of networks with even greeater complexxity could
predict the ch
hiroptical respo
onses of twisteed split ring reesonators as a function of waavelength
(see Fig. 8(d))) [132].
The appliication of neu
ural networks to nanophotonnic design is still very muuch in its
incipient stages, and much work
w
is requireed to extend itss efficacy and uutility to moree complex
o
research area
a
is understtanding how too select and refine the neurall network
shapes. One open
architectures for a specific given
g
design prroblem. A bro ad range of neetwork layer tyypes, such
as convolutional and deconvolutional layeers, can be useed, and there aare a multitudee of ways
layers can bee arranged and connected. Another challlenge is the ggeneration of sufficient
quantities of training
t
data, which
w
requiress devising fasteer electromagnnetic solvers thhat utilize
efficient hard
dware platform
ms and coding strategies. W
We also anticippate that other types of
neural networrks, such as tho
ose based on un
nsupervised leaarning, can serrve as effectivee tools for
meta-device inverse design.

Fig. 8.
8 Inverse nanopho
otonic design with
h deep learning. N
Neural networks ccan relate: (a) thee
scattering profile fro
om concentric dielectric
d
spherees with the spphere dimensionss
(reprin
nted/adapted from
m [129]. © The Authors, some rrights reserved; eexclusive licenseee
American Association for the Advanccement of Sciennce. Distributed uunder a Creativee
Comm
mons Attribution Non Commerciall License 4.0 (C
CC BY-NC) [133]]), (b) diffractionn
efficieencies with the deetailed unit cell geeometry of a meta--grating (reprintedd from [130], withh
the peermission of AIP publishing), (c) optical filtering speectrum with the ggeometry of a thinn
film dielectric
d
stack. (reprinted
(
(adapteed) with permissiion from [131]. Copyright (2018))
American Chemical Socciety). (d) the chiroptical spectral ressponse with the reelative orientationss
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of two split rings (reprinted (adapted) with permission from [132]. Copyright (2018) American
Chemical Society).

6. Conclusions
Many algorithms and techniques exist for the inverse design of meta-devices and due to the
ever-increasing levels of computational power, advancements in fabrication techniques, and
interesting materials available to the designer there will only be an ever-increasing need for
optimization to realize the highest performance designs. Whether it be a local, global, singleor multi-objective algorithm, optimization can benefit all optical, RF, and nanophotonic
design problems. However, readers should not conclude that optimization can wholly replace
the need for experienced designers. Rather, optimization should be thought of as a tool that
designers can use to maximize the performance of their device. Moreover, experienced
designers can use their prior knowledge and intuition to significantly reduce the
computational costs of optimization by applying intelligent constraints and supplying
exceptional starting points. Finally, the authors strongly advocate that all readers consider
applying some level of optimization to their problems and hope that the discussions provided
in this manuscript are helpful to experienced and novice designers alike.
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